The Saga University International Student Association (SUISA) newsletter team issued “Hi! from SAGA”.

The SUISA Newsletter Team started its activities in October, and will continue to send information about Saga University and Saga in both Japanese and English to former Saga University international students who have returned to their home countries and international students currently enrolled in Saga University. The first issue introduced SUISA (Saga University International Student Association), welcome events for new students, and autumn events such as Saga International Balloon Festa and Karatsu-kunchi.

Over the days, the newsletter team reported to vice president Teramoto about the completion of the first issue, and he said, “I feel the power of international students.”

We hope that former Saga University international students will remin Saga from a nostalgic letter from Saga and spread the goodness of Saga and Saga University in their home countries.
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A Word from SUISA
SUISA is Saga University International Student Association 佐賀大学学生国際交流会
Some people mistake it for foreigner student’s association 留学生会, but it’s important to remember that it’s open to every student who wants to join.

Welcome Party Fall 2019
On the 11th of October, SUISA organized a welcome party for the new international students that came to Saga University for the fall semester at the Kasasagi hall, supported by the Saga University International Division.

Saga in Autumn
On the weekend of the 18th and 19th of October different festivals were happening in Saga University and around Saga Castle. While on the 1st week of November, students could enjoy Balloon Festival and Karatsu Kunchi.
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In Saga
Saga University Festival
Thai Festival
Saga Saiko

Around Saga
Saga Balloon Festival
Karatsu Kunchi

A letter from Lithuania
International student life
Report on the completion of the first issue of SUISA Newsletter Team “Hi! from SAGA” to vice president Teramoto